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Variations in Rainfall and Migration from Western Europe
The migration of Europeans from the Old World to the New is an-
other important historical event that has been greatly influenced by
fluctuations in the weather. The fundamental cause of such migration
is, of course, the fact that America is a new land with abundant oppor-
tunities, while Europe is an old land densely populated. These condi-
tions are a constant impetus to migration, and if acting alone would give
rise to a steady flow of people into the United States. Other variable
factors, however, enter into the problem from year to year. Since 1914,
the World Wars and the restrictions imposed by the United States have
been the chief factors in controlling migration, but previously changes
in rainfall cycles vied with political and social disturbances as a cause
of variations in the number of immigrants. Too much rainfall in Scan-
dinavia, Britain, the Netherlands, and Germany may be as bad as too
little in Kansas. Those countries are so far north and are usually so well
supplied with rain that when the rainfall is above the average, and the
summers are cool, vegetation does not get enough sun and warmth. Hence
the crops are scanty; poverty and discontent arise; people want to get
away to another country; and there is much emigration. The United
States lies so much farther south than northwestern Europe that on the
whole it is benefited by abundant rainfall. Hence prosperity is likely to
prevail here when poverty prevails there, provided the rainfall cycles are
the same in the two places, which often happens. Thus good conditions
here may attract people from Europe just when poor conditions there are
driving them away.
How Too Much Rain Brought the Irish to America. The European
region that has been most affected by emigration to America is Ireland.
Through emigration the population of that country has been reduced by
half. At the census of 1841 there were 8,200,000 people, and in 1911 only
4,400,000. As in many other cases the emigration from Ireland is due to a
constant cause which is within human control, and a variable geographical
cause which is beyond it. The constant cause is the unfavorable social
conditions. For instance, much of the land was till recently owned by a
few absentee landlords who did not often visit their estates, and who cared
little for the poor tenants provided the rent was paid. The variable cause
is the fluctuations in the rainfall, and hence in the potato crop, which was
long the chief agricultural resource of Ireland, before dairying rose to its
present importance.
Previous to about 1845 Ireland enjoyed a comparatively dry period
with excellent crops most of the time. The population increased until
in 1845 it reached a maximum of 8,300,000. Then came a series of damp
years which fostered a kind of potato disease so virulent that it produced

